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ABSTRACT
The nature Of on-going instructional processes and
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years, equally divided .as to sex, were observed during seven days. A
total of 9 cycles and- 45 events were recorded for each of the
children. The events relate to the nature .of.contacts (verbal or
nonverbal) that.the,child has with adults, peers, -and materials.
Results of the study are provided as to: General Organizational
Patterns; Teacher Behavior and Expectancies; Teacher Questioning;
Instructional Teaching and Content; Manifest Teacher Affect; Pupil
Behavior; Adult Contacts; Peer Contacts; Task Involvement and the
Nature of Tasks; Manifest Affect of Pupils; and pupil Behavior
Differences. Some of the noteworthy findings are; CO certain teacher
expectancies were apparent in directions given and behavior
reinforced; CO for about half of each school day, children were
involved.in.projects and activities of-their own choosing, .with
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the most dominant type of teacher activity during these periods was
listening to children and raising questions about activities and
...progress; (4) some teacher differences were -seen in showing-telling
activities and in controlling. behavior; (5) over the entire school
day, children interacted with an adult 29.3% of time on the average,
with a peer 20.4 %, with appropriate tasks 28.2%, and were
inappropriately engaged 22.1% of the time. The study data are given
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In his searching critique of the n clase Silberman

(1970) strongly endorses the British infant school as one model for

oving American education. Recent interest has been expressed, by

many others, furthermore, e "open-classroom" style of teaching in

general and the British infants echool pattern in particular. nespite

considerahie descriptive writing, however, only limited objective in-

for tion exists regarding t ie precise nature of instructional processes

cling activities in such a school.

Resnick (1971) made a start at gathering objective data on infant

school life but limited her focus to the nature of teacher behavior in

one school. A full, empirically derived description of daily activities,

teacher expectancies, pupil tasks and outcomes, organizational variations

from one oom or school to another,

this- educational model has yet

other important features of

In the present study a comprehensive assortment of descriptive

data on an infant school was gathered in an effort to underatand the

nature of ongoing instruction 1 processes and pupil experience Al-

though teacher behavior was included, consideralj, information was

obtained on pupils and the types of contacts they had with adults, peers,

and materials. In addition, many situational data were procured, and

audio recordings were de of certain teacher-led class dibcussions.
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METHOD OP OBSERVATION

investigator spent three eeks during the spring, 1971, in

school in Northwest London. During this ime he visited all

lar classrooms*, made anecdotal notes of ongoing activities, an

filled out a teacher interaction checklist* in several row in order

to have some basis of comparison with the two classes which were to receive

the grc t st attention. Discussions were held frequently during lunch

arid other breaks with teachers and especially the head teacher regarding

general organizational features of the school, the nature of the

community, specific materials and activities, and other such matters.

Teachers given a general briefing on the.kindsof data to be gathered

and were allowed to see and react t them ftet they had been collected.

All teachers saw the teacher interaction data obtained, and both teachers

in whose rooms audio taping was done asked to 'hear the tapes.

PerMiSSion was granted tc, the observer' not only to roam freely

and record whatever he saw but, after he showed teachers the kinds of data

he was collecting, to use it for research and even teaching purposes as

long as names would not appear in print. The openness of these teachers

to this etrange microscope was most appreciated.

*.A seventh classroom (the "reception class") was not observed because
the teacher was in her first year of Leaching-and the pupils were
younger than children in other groups? being limited to 5 year olds
and under.

**Appreciation is expressed to my colleagues, Richard
Colladay for the development of this action checkli

din and Wendy



The two

chosen after

which bece the principal data sources w

itial visitation to all rooms, because the teachers were

the most experienced (from 5 to 10 years) ones in the building and seemed

pecially receptive to an observer's presence.

The primary oboe at initruments used was ROSE (i. Per st

Record of Sc 'hoc]. Expeziel developed by Medley, § chluck and Ames

(1968)*. instrument consists

and a manual of ins. cations describing 148 'behavior std setting categorieu

to be used by an observer in coding ongoing classroOm activity. With

PROSE, observer focuses on one child at a time for approximately two

each; and, using a timing device, he code whatever categories

of behavior he sees occurring at each 25-second poi -time for five

consecutive intervals. After_ each cycle of five such behavioral events;

the observer ignores the timing signal and codes a number of relt tivaly

static rdnditions and contextual variables prevalent during the 100-second

.ecording sheet 1 child

total obse aation period. Another child is then focused on, a record-

ng sheet le used, and the entire process ie repeated.

Categories covering the behavioral events relate to the nature of

Contact (verbal or non verbal) the child has with adults, peer, and

terials. For adult contacts, who the adult is what the adult le doing;

who initiates the contact; whether the child le'contacted as an individual

* A revised edition of this instrument has s
by Medley, Quirk, Schluck, and Ames 1971).

ntly been produced



or as part of a group; wheth the contact is prig physical, through

materials , varbal , or non -hal; and the sex and ethnic gimp of the

contacting person in relation to the child are all noted.

For peer contacts, who initiated the contact; what the ne ture is of

both the target child' behavior id that oaf the peer, whether the con-

tact is physical, through waterials, verbal or nonverbal; and the sox

and ethnic group of the group of the peer are tea, contacts with

t xials and tasks rather than people, the nature of the task is coded.

In nadi mo bility and physical activity of the child are coded as

well as positive negative affect if it is apparent.

Setting Condit

tionsl content area, the role of the teacher na other adults, the

the child in relation to the teacher, the elze of group ht is in, and

the general noise level of the clans. Also to be recorded if they a

observed are (a) such behaviors of the target child as using words or

ing a peer for help, disobeying and a host of other specific

behaviore that eo metimes Occur during a cycle and use by the child of

various kinds of materials, such as food, puzzles, games, musical

instruments. Fora ce plate list of categories with operational deaini..ions

coding ,'the instructional ma ual mat be consulted..

be noted during a cycle* include the .i

* The 25- second point-in-time behavior events acre coded on several seas
of categories appearing on the front side of the PROSE Sheet, which will
be referred to as behavior category sets or merely category sets. Context
and behavior variables appearing on the back side and coded only after
the 100-second interval will be referred to as cycle category sets.
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el

the lunch per

oughout the s hr o

As children range

e used PROSE rather

e or four dayi in each of

-m ages five through seven in each

these roans, in accordenco with the general principle of .family

grouping" fol,iowed in many infant schools, a stratified eandom sample

(by age and sex) was chosen from 11 room; i,e, two boys and two girle

from each cf three age levels. The c tal neither of Children obse ed in

both class oo is was 24*. Each child in a clas.:,rocm was observed pre-

cted order for one cycle of five events, covering approximately two

minutes sir child. As

a cycle 1 the next child could be spatted by the observer, recording was

begun again. In this fashion observation as continued

with between tw and tree cycles (10 to 15 behavioral

ted for each child. A total cf 4 cyclee and _45 events were recorded

n as the record sheet was completed following

throughout the school

tints) cam--

each f the 24 children during seven days of concentrated use of

P)SE. While initiation of observation of children did not follow a

precise schedule of predetermined times the procedure used was her

continuous, and children were bserved in whatever activity they happened

be engaged in whenever their turn came up. ThuS, it ca.n be argued that

a representative sample covering the entire school day was obtained and a

particular child's nine cycles approxapproximated a and assortment of his

total schoci exp ces on these days.

I These children, hereafter' be ref co as target children.



Xnter-ob, reliability coefficients could not be obtaine

infant school because of the lack of a second -eined observe

the

ever

Sherman (1971) reports 92 to 98 percent agreement between two observers with

her amounte of training when they were using PROSE to code children's

avior simultanesusly

The audio tapes of teacher-led clasm discussions were ana.ly e . by

developing a list of teacher tat t categories and tallying the types of

statements made in particular recorded episodes. A Pearson coefficient of

0.87 resufltod from correlating the classification frequencies obtained from

the investigator categorization of teacher statements with those obtained

from aim independent coder. Two independent codinge of the same material

by tEe same person also resulted

n cla

General Or anizational Patterns

Certain similarities prevailed from one roam to the other.ice types of

activities, grouping patterns, and teaching style. At least half cf each

day was spent in informal, self-selected activities, during which time

children worked independently, in pairs or in snail groups on tasks they

chose to perfotn. At any pertiouler moment one might find (a) three or

a 0.87 correlation coefficient.

RESULTS

four youngsters (more frequently, boys)

saws making boats, planes, or something el

e work bench with hammersAnd

their choosing; (b) several

girls and maybe a boy in the playhouse area engaging, in phantasy activity

With dolls, d up clothes, toy kitchen equipment and supplies; (c)

several children finger painting on a large table covered with newspapers;



(d) thr

corner; (e

nice days;

four looking reading books taken from the library

three brush painting at easels in the hall or outside on

several playing quiet games at a ttbAe a which might require

the use of numbers or written words; (g) one putting word puzzles together;

(h) three youngsters modeling clay objects; (i) two others filling bottles

at the water box and faucet; five children copying items, writing or

illustrating stories in their personal notebooks; (k) and three youngsters

making buildings out.-of blocks, on the floor. This range of materials and

activities is typical of thoSe described in a nu nb +r of books about the

British infant schools (0 -ben 1966; Howson,- 1969; Ridgway & Lawton, 1965;

1970). ;During those independent activity periods the teacher moved

from one child or group to another inspecting closely what was going on,

raising questions about what children were doing clonally making

suggestions or lending assistance, and generally monitoring the entire q up.

She c ften wised this tLne also to listen to children read or to go ovee

written work in their note book . She called one child at a time to her

from whatever activity he was currently engaged in and tried to pend-eome

time individually with each child in this manner each day.

Many of the tasks possessed intrinsic instructional value.

example, several children might be seated at a table w t-ti bags of helle,

acorns, and other objects, Several balance-type scales might also be

located on the table

equat

nil the children's task would be to make up simple

which they would mite in their notebooks, by weighiegverious

objects in relation to other objects. After perfor-ming this task for

few rti.nutes, for instance, a child might have writte



4 acorn

4 acorn

2 acorn 9

shells

_bias

sometimes the tasks might take the fox ri of structured probie

child wa

as

rite and answer in his notebook while using the s

1. Do 5 shells weigh more than 12 raise

29 Do 7 acorns weigh more than 5 m

With creative products children would often b asked to how them to

the class and ten about them in some detail. Than if they were vapable,

the teacher weld suggest they write stories about their creation in their

note' ks. I f they were not able tc write, the teacher might write their

stories for them, letting children make illustrations and later having

"read" their stories to the class.. Thus, many direct experiencee

oh

chi.lAv-en had with material and equipment in class were used to stimulate

them to talk, write, aand /or read about at later times.

The remainder of the school day was taken up with

or movement activities in outside areas when the weathe

large multi pose room when did not; (b) group

i (c) "show and tell" periods when accompliahmen

from other periods, were shared, as. well as out

a and physical

permitted or

ies and

experiences

periencest

(d) brief sch 1-wide assemblies. Frequently, paste of save:cal classes

might be combined for -particular purposes so that all children had some

direct contact with teachers from other than their own classy. Alec,

several groups might be mbined to etch an educati 1,televisbon,ahow.
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on some particular subject. The observer saw ssevoral such lessons

during his visit dealing with different kinds of time .units for ex a le.

..raring independent activity p -lode , Chiidren were usually free to

engage in whatever activities they wished, to shift from one to anothor

when they desired a change, to move about the root and even the building

as they saw fit, to talk with other children or watch them t work, and in

general- to determine how they would spend their time. This apparent freedom

had certain general limits, however. Children or eted to put back

materials d equipment they had been using and were usually not permitted

to disrupt the ongoing activity of others. Before climbing on playground

quipment they we

painting

supposed' to put on special oftsole shoes, end befo

work .n7 with clay they were required to put on smocks to protect

their clothes.

Teacher Behavior andpectanci

A9 alrn ay inaicated, much of the teacher behavior con sisted of brief

encounters. with sne child or a small group of children as she .inspected

their work, monitom'd their -1 y and listened to them read. Her questions,

directions, suggestions, and reinforcements usually related direCtly to the

specific tasks with srwhich children were occupied.

Because o this rather informal style of teaching, the observer kept

track of the specific nature of directions given and behaviors reinforced

in order to discern whatever teacher expectancies seemed to be frequently

express mod Several became apparent.
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1) Children were generally expected to have so teth1n9 to do. The

teacher would usually ask child what he eras doing, if she noticed him

andering aimlessly around the room or holding extended conversation with

child, who was busy at his own task. At the beginning of indepond

activity periods she almost always asked if anyone did not now what he

-lected,

y started

planned to do and then discus d the options with him

2) Children were generally expected to finish something

before "211.E52.1% something else. If a child showed the teacher a picture hi

was painting of some flowers, for instance, she might ask him what eo.er

he wanted for the sky or what other kinds things grew in his garden ,

Although questions were raised in this fashion, the teacher did not insist

on particular details being added; but the child often added to his picture

in line with the, kinds of responses he made to her qu tions.

3) Children. were expected teorhave something tang 1 to show or tell'to
RN

account for time a Notebooks were nspected frequently and creatiVe

products were displayed before the group with the teacher usually remarking

about the prog

4) Children

made.

petted take care-o. isle be used and

return items to the groper p-aces and conditions after using them. AB it

was late in the school year, observer saw children habituated to proper

cleaning up _
~erns, but occasionally he heard the teacher ask who had

been using something that was left out as a r emind r of this expectancy.

5) Children were expected to participate in.m.TEL discussion and to

kermit others to to k. Many times when one child was telling about an

experience that others had shared, the teacher would stop others. from talk



he target child wta.s finished.

wn and Precious (1968) and Silberman (1970), among others, have

commented on the highly active rc le of the British infant teacher especially

a it contrasts the laissez

69) ancl. other cui =nt critics

f the 1920's and 1930

e manner advocated by Holt (1967) Kohl

represented in the American child-centered

Resnick's data (1971) generally confirm

this h h tehcher-activity rate in the school she died, with teachers

having approximately one extended interaction ( usually teacher-initiated)

and from 4 to 43 brief, interactions (usually child- initiated) with various-

children ev y three minute

This observer tallied teacher interaction patterns for two 10-minute

riode in each of four classrooms and found a slightly higher' rate of

cher activity than Resnick, i.e. approximately three per minute during

regular independent activity periods. During group discussions, when

teachers eliciting news, rea ction

children, thin= rate was usually even grea

'oiling patterns beic

Teacher b havibr was moat rec ely recorded on the PROSE instrument

ence sharing from

the analysis of teacher

a) atthe_end.of each 100 second cycle-in Whichra child was Observed

(cycle category #2) and (b) at those moments when a target child w

observed in contact with the teacher (category set #3). With several

closely related categories coined for ease of presentation, Table

cents the 1findings for teacher role categorizations following observation

cYclos. For the two teachers combined, over three out of five observations

und the aeher in a relatively nondirective role supervising children's



activities,

and being

urce persona when children i itiated contact

oncerned with behavi managemerr tt if necess Another 11

per cent of the time she bras not even in contact with the children, being

out of the room car busy with other matters. Only about o eefourth of the

time was he involved either in discus

telling

activity.

A chi s

indicat

ion leadership

e generally eadine,mcs f the class in e

- in showing,

ge group

is of the frequency data in Table I, furthermore,

eaeher A exhibited significantly greater use of a sepe ory-,

manage-Jai-resource to style and less use of. a showing-to sieadi.nge

disceeei teaching style than teacher B. Although similar PROM data were

not obtained on other teachers, teacher
t

interaction checklist tables cen-

firmed the fact that ii all three of the classrooms (inclpding teachat S' +)

in which this latter interaction checklist Baas used, children initiated

contact eLth teachers more often then teachers initiated contact with

children, thus sepe.orting the general motion that children had a great

deal of independynce or action. ln one of these classrooms, C.-initiated

was over three times as frequent as T- initiated interaction.

The precise teacher behavior exhibited in classrooms A aid fl is more

licitly indicated in Table IX, which is based on categorization of ha

acher's behavior tiering those instances when target child was in contact

with the teacher. Overall, listening and questioning was the most freqeently

occurringetype, accounting for approximately three out of every five at

teache4 'a adtiOns and one out of every four of teacher B's action*. Again

a aignificani difference (p. lr OS) was found between the two t ethers,



teacher B making scnewhat grec er use of showiErtellin and controllka

categories and less use of the listening-questioning type ofbehavior.

The PROSE instrument provides spac- for coding a child's contacts

not only with his regular teacher but with other adults a On many

days a teacher trainee or a teenage aide was also present in M0 t classro

Occasionally, class parts f classes were combined for particular

.
purposes under the direction of another teacher-in the ame building. -The-

head teache

the entire schc 1.

pr-

en conducted assembly progr-

infrequently the radio vinion

presented the adult instructional director of a class, regular

teac_ers in a subsidiary role. In all, 51 contacts (38.'3 peg; cent of all

adult contacts) were Observed for target children' in teacher A' s class

38 contacts (24.1 per cent-of all adult c ntadts) i,teacher B's class with

other such adults. The predominant nature these other adult contacts-was

the show ng:tell and controllingHvarieti s (84.3 percent' with teacher

class and 89.5 percent with teacher B's class). This finding is not

surprising as the primary purpose

other teachers

uping classes posing them to

Teacher Questioning

ular purposes.

As indicated above, the dominant teacher activity in classr A wan

was the listening uesti ning pattern. Often this took the form of a child

shoWing.his teacher something he :was working . asking fOr assistancer

information, or permission; or telling about an experience he had had;

Although the teacher occasionally provided information, reaction, or



direction, more often the teacher's response core

designed to draw. the child out further

or experiential details. Hughes

additional thinking i

tional content

(1959)

14

ed ofaileing questions

respect to his feeling

intains that such el'

nee to students bringing up potential

teaching. In the ties

plans,

n of

ce

she studied, however, she found it occurred-infrequently, accounting for

less than-20 percent of most teachers'. behavior.

Becausle of the greater evidence frr this type e avior in the

British infant school, it seemed important to study the specific.

questions teachers aisFd. P tape- recording was trade of a show and tell'

class discussion teacher A conducted one Monday morning. Although weekend

experiences constituted a ma jo

children were. permitted to bring up

Children were encouraged to talk by such opening questions as: Who has

something he

the content fo this period

that seemed important to them.

-o tell Us." The teacher w id ask a child responding

a number f questions about the xperience until a rather full elaboration

of details covering the experi n forthcoming. Typically, this listen-

ing and questioning the part of the teacher took the form of an open

dialogue between the child and his teacher) other children wefe permitted

ask questions, fury ish additional details (if they had been involved leo)/

erredand make related comments only after the particular child involved

have-completed his, story. The- teacher would often hush another child

momentarily with such remarks as: "We are listening to John now. Your

turn will .come." At other. times she would purposefully bring other children

into the discussion by asking such questions as? "Who else has been to see



the Cutty Sark item being described

This particular morning the "show and tell" period was kept going for

over an hour, until almost all 40 children had shared one or more xperi

and ut til obvious rest,

- -

quest

mess appeared. The typs and frequencie

and comments made by the teacher during one interval of 1tl minutes,

18 seconds and a second interval of 8 minutes, 15 seconds e ,ented- in

Table rII. It is readily apparent that while the greatest number-

about the event

-ibed or related information .regarding the child or -his.-family,

questions asked were reectsfordetails

being des

teacher raised a considerable variet questions and comments in the

19 per cent) she merely

'What did you say? ") or

conduct of this discussion. Quite often

asked-the child to r eat what he had said (#2)

asked automatically for reaffirmation of a statement or the feeling being

expressed ("Did you?" "Was she?"). Spontaneous evaluative reactions (#10)

(HI see". "How aovely. ),eonstiteted 9 to-10 per cent of her remarks and

tended to keep the child talking, probably by providing reinforcement for

what he as saying. Speculating on event details (#9) occurred more fre-

quently in the first than the second discussion sequence, most likely

reflecting differences in the story telling abilities of children. With

rather plow eeeekine child particularly, she tended to an, ieipate words

or phrases before they occurred Mom tell in the water". "You didn't

dare tell your mother.") This anticipation did not seem to cause the child

* The .teacher kept this session going considerably longer than usual in
order to provide the 0 with a full record. Despite this dissimilarity
from her usual pattern-of questioning, no other differences were
apparent. A high consistency of teacher questioning patterns was found
(.r. .so) between two separate 10-minute periods during the hour even
though topics and children reporting were different.
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stop telling his story; he merely nodded yes or no, or corrected

her if she were wrong and continued it.

The rather low percentage of comments directed toward other children

all with #6 excluded to which they were supposed t nd} exemplifies

the dialogue quality of the interact on w th the one child who was speaking

at the time. It also reflects thegene al attention other children had in

this dialogue, a statements directing other children to listen it

their turn to speak were classified here.

One other finding with regard to the teacher's. questioning was its

high rate. An average of 8. 3 teacher comments or questions were made per

ute during both "show and tell" episodes analyzed, which was over twice

the rate of overall teacher, interaction reported

activity periods

Instructional

for independent

Much has already been said in regard to the informal nature of teaching

and the manner in which teachers often allowed and encouraged pupils to

however,

formal instruction and control perv-ded see Table II) in which 'teachers

other adults presented therm with information, read r_ led group

discussions, otherwi

M,dektiona1 data reporting instructional pattterns and emphasis were

recorded on appropriate PROSE cycle categories. These categories were

designed to cover some of the classroom setting variables and the kinds of

materials and equipment used by child.

choos what they would do or talk about. Some of the tim

rected class activities
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Particularly relevent rcre notations made regarding the instructional
content area receiving general emphasis. Table IV presents these data
as they Were recorded in the two classrooms over 108 cycles each

The most obvious finding was further documentation cf statements made
earlier that independent activity (i.e. free play) accounted for half of the
daily schedule.* This fact emphasizes one of the weaknesses

ever. as a means for describing full content coverage in an infant
school. During independent activity, children select from the many options
available those which they will attempt. Most of these options, of sour

ay choose to

er

lie wit `iin other content areas. Therefore a particular child

mak a.pa,nting (art or craft category) while anoth may chop

games (arithmetic category) For a more complete assessment of content

emphasis, an observer would have to record the areas each child was engaged
in, rather than the overall instructional area which the PROSE manual
sug ests.

In spite of this limitation certain generalizations can be drawn from

Table IV. Ita.ma22 is the area which received the greatest emphasis in tee

of formal instruction in each classro. Class .discussions focused

language usage or e pressing ideas unless they were clearly related to

other areas; .story reading; word games; and "show and tell periods, where

the emphasis was primarily on eliciting child verbalization were usually

classified as language activities. They occupied approximately one-fifth

of the total time in each room. At least on the days observed, science

received greater formal instruction emphasis in one class and music or

rhythm, in the other.

------,_

1 live of the-1 1/2 hour lunch and recreation



ear efl ion of thn cc content emphases c

le

be found in the

section below which relates to pupil behavior and the a e of aks,

quipment,

evei

rials to which children were expoeed. Even herei holt-

ete inventory of tasks and materials was not attempted.

The final analysts of teacher ehavi

in general and expressed teacher affect

iced already from the preceding reports of classroom organization

lasstoom clim

Although much can

and teaching patter s, several additional sets of data are particularly

relevant.

'fellow .ng each 100- second behavior cycle the observer estimated the

emotionel and motivational-state
co_

Table .:IE

for each of the classrooms.

whole dux ing that cycle.

these judgments in number of cycles per climate category.

.05)

alization to be drawn

As no significant differenc

appalent bet the classrr ns, the main gen

from this table is the prerlonuna<nce of a noisy tmE atmosphere over

categorieS. In the eyes of the obi

oriented ipst of the time, even though c iderable talking and other

children we e busy and task

sounds alb prevailed. There

tensions Ndlattbaly,

Of rating than probably an

little apparent idleness and no ob rvable

f jadgm to requires a more qualitative type'

r PROSE c lee.: A.rough check, on the validity

Of these oetiinmtees can be obtained by noting the amount of behavior

oharacteri esd as distracted, rmonclinz to internal stimuli, 41E20Aom 08)

the amount0 peer interaction, (#4, 45) and other relevant PROSE categories



reported rn the pupil behavior

Cyc

qa 4411 eatening chi lure °n,

Ot1141.1P0-5,

only teach= e A was -observed eXhibitiAg

etegory.set 47 :es chez g any instances

19

achers

ng their pers.:laughing

using physical restraint. ln all 216 behavioral cycles.

here behaviors. She was

o class disorganizationnoted calling for .quiet 5 tunes. Overall

turmoil seemed almost neglhl

Another 1__ 1:at in of classroom climate can be

again the -: tegories

ed by examining

4 in Table At no

time dur-- g the 212 moments when a target child was observed in contact

with his tea ^her e exhibitin hive affect ara a child, and

only twice was one teach observed exhibiting negative affect, even

though these two categoric ar:ord ng to the PACSE instructions; are to

be given recording preceaerice over other

Perhaps the

when they are observed.

discriminating data with respect to teaching. climate

came'f- -the teacher nt.eratn cheohlist.used-i- four classrooms, including

tho a of teachers A and B. -Table- VI presents the number and types-of-

reinforcements exhibited. Overall, than_ twica as much .approval ea,

disApprova Wav' sU4arved. Teacher A Pr7)vided more than three times. .aius.

approval as disapproval' and teacher B eNtialITA0 no evidence whateve

disapproval. Only teac C provided more disapproval than approval-during

the elatively brief p iod of observation. Again the high rate of teacher

A's activity is noted. The total amount of reinforce

the 20 minute observation period

teachers ccm lned -ared to 42

almost a

he provided during

eat as that of the other

She also tended to use
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a wider variety of. ways for expressing - approval or disapproval than the

other teaches

Pup Behavior

Sufficient descriptive data are available from the P notations

provide a reasonably full picture of how tarot veils spent their time

A total of-AS observations (

described earlie

cycles f 5 behtelor0

for -each of the -24- children.

recorded in the'

At a given mement four mutually occlusive possibilities existed for

the overall classification of child's behavior- (a) He waj in ce

with an- adult (#1), (b) he was in contact 'with a peii (#4) (c) hailed

involved with an appropriate task: or (d) he is distracts& esponding to

internal stimuli, working on inappropriate teak, or actively ting

others ( exclusive of the -cooperat.ing category). Table V7

the nusb of behaviors class .fled for-each child- f each of

possibilit s.

Over the entire group of 1080 obaervetions, childresi

tips;

r-20.4 cent; involved with an appropriate task

ieuli (i.e, wandering aimlessly

in contact with an adult 29.3 per cent

(d) distracted, regpondine nterni

found to be

tact:with

2 per cent, and

or day dreaming ) , or working On an inapp opreate task 22.1

time. No algnificant differences (p .05) were found betwe

classrooms in the general distribution behavior among these

nt of the

he two

general

types. of: behavior-, although eensiderable variation was opparant among

individual children as ,will be reported later in this paper.



While directly comp_
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to on similar age childrenn are not ye

available from other schools, non data are beg .nnting to appear in various

rch reports which suggest interesting caparisons for future comparative

studies. The amount of peer interaction (ie, 20.4 percent) found in the

British school was almost twice that reported in two sets of oiata covering

substantial number of preschool classroom for four- and five-

Sear old-American

A4Mo, a rather b def set-of PROSE obser'vatie- ade recently by one

-*lents _a .,ey, 1972) in second -: and eighth- grade Russian-cla

iteates almost no amount o peer interaction. Obviously, differences in

hildren (Griffith- ff, e Ahlstrom, 1971 ETS, 19G9.

ages of children and perhaps some differences in the use of PROSE

preelude_stating strong inferences garding program-differe as .fr
data,but the possibilities for solid comparative

eem premising.

ult Contact

such

eh in the future

Tile VIII presents the di-tribution of adu .t -child contacts across

the four types of behavior covered by PROSE (#1). It is apparent that

most two- thirds of the contacts were made as the adult Was attending

to a group of children of which the target child was a. mamber. This might

be only a two-person group, a larger size group, or the entire class. In

Tess than 5 percent of the observations a the target child singled out

cat

t attending to him differently than -to any other child (star

This finding is not surprising whon one considers the rather

er of children present in the classrooms (37-40). Child-initiated
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contact with adults and individual adult attntion on the target child

(star) when added together, curred more frequently ip N.7.* in

teacher A's than teacher Ws cies suggesting a somewhat greater

emphasis on individualized teaching in the fo

Peer Contacts

The nature of peer contacts by target children is presented in Table IX.

Approximately one==third of these contacts were initiated by target children

and well over half of them were categorized as cooperative behaviors in

relation to the actions of involved. The general harmonious

nature of these elationships was ther borne out by the very small

amount of aggressiveness, withdrawal or resistance observed. The combined

totals for these t r tegories.aocoanted for less than-7 percent of all

pupil-pupil Contacts, No significant ,differences (1?: 01) were found between

the two Iclaeses in,the frequency or type of peer interacts

Task Involvement an _he Nature Task

Several category sets provided data in regard to the nature of tasks

and related pupil involvement. As indicated abov., pupils were riot ii
direct contact with peers or `adults during approximately half of the

.observations. For over half of this latter amount (28.2 percent the total)

they were observed in some type of appropriate behavior, either -selected

or teacher designated. The remaining behavior (22.1 percent of the total)

would prob considered as inappropriate or, at least non involved

with respect to the regular wv1/4401 offerings

7able X presents the extent vs oupilt vitilvement in ongoing activities

The vast majority of observations in which category set, lie was not
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used were pupil-pupil contacts. The manual requires tha use of this

category for adult contact and material contact situations only.

Overall, children were observed to be cooperating 70.8 percent

of the tunes in which category set #fit was used Disruptive behavior

was non ex' tent and working on other activities was neglible. being

di. racted i13.0 percent), often momentarily, and responi#gg to internal

timuli (15.2 percan.) accounted for almost all of the non attention to

tanks and ongoing a tiViti

found between the two.oIassr

behavior (i, e Elsatutla

high amount

documentat

No significant differences (p .05) were

either the total amount of attending

in types non ittentioa. The relatively

ttention to tasks and ongoing activities provides additional

the generaiiration made earlier that, despite considerable

noise, pupils Were usually busily engaged 3n appropriate behavior and tai

classroom climate was'th urposeful Industry.

Th nature-of tasks, of course considerably from one puoil -to

the next. Table Xi ShOws this variation in

tivities demanded p

of Whether tasks and

ly (a) 'fantasy, typ ponae0,.in -which pupils

engaged in dramatic pla (i.e. pretended to be someone se)) (b), divergent

responses, in which the pupil was permitted adorn in defining the nature

of his goals and a variety of behaviors cceptables ) convergent

responses, in which only certain reactions or end-products were correct:

(d) worle on aOMe Socially useful task ( sweeping the floor, ample);

kineeth etic behivior in which repetitive motions (pushing a drawer in

and out aeveral.ttMen, tOr exaMple) prevailed Without any apparent sense of

purPose Other than _to be doing SOMething.



en th the notion t

prevails in infant schools tasks and aztivities permitting diver

re a quent

erall, they accounted -.fog 3a.4 pe

considereb_e freed
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ponses were th mOst erved type in each

ent of the task cite

whereas convergent tasks represented 28.4 percent

kinesthetic, 13.9 percent

the

the classrooms.

1 a ns

rk 12.9 percent; and-fantasy. 4'percent.

significantly greater (p .05) propertaon of dpergent,

and work types tasks were seen in teacher A's classroom; and a greater

the t ev

as activity was observed in teacher B's elaseroon.

mentioned studies of erican preschool classrooms

(Griffith et al, 19711 ETS,

observed. Children were

9' convergent tasks were oat frequently

evolved with divergent tasks an average o

rcent of the time in eight "basic' e nd, as might be

only 9 percent of th time in two Montessori, ciaSees (same teacher) in one

study. In the other study of 30-40 clasees.1 they were volv d with diverge

tasks an average 4 percent of the Is, only slightly less in the

Briti h school., Again disaLmilarities i:n roe remearth methodology, pr

objectives, and ages of the children suggest caution

of eee differences.

Primary age youngsters are hoted for their high r.

the_interpretati n

of activ

energy expenditure. PROSE category set #9 provided data with respect to

loco4notion= and. eat

indings are present

Sr

physical activity levels of get pupils. The

in Table XXI.

'ngly per laps, physical activity was not ae great as anticipated.

only 15 .5 percent o the time 59.1 percent ofLocomotion was ob------,--
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the time no 141421a at all was seen at the mown

in teacber A's claearoom exhibited significantly g

activity and 3,,ocoMetion than those in teacher ille's clash, perhaps refl

ing their teadber'e high reactivity rate commented on culler (see p 19

sets of cycle categorise provided additional infevmatien relevant

to the types of activitiee pupils experienced. For one of those (cycle

category *6) the observer merely checkedlon a rather untimely* list any

specific behaviors which he had observed for the target pupil during the

100second interval he had been watching him. Several of novae specific .

behaviors provided inforiatlen about the kinds of tasks and 4ctivitiam

with which he was -confronted. Table Ifni presents these behaviors whien

indirectly provided each tack information and the frequencies withrabieh

erved. Although

target pupils were

the 316 total wither of cycle

The

,ti

checked those vbi

relevant dycle category earovided 14erably mere

twisty* list of equipment and materiels th ee Obeerver

target puile.made use of dot observe on ayoles:

The frequencies with which these materials were used are presented .in Tables V.

and

c asn

obviously the most frequently used its

sew, half as much as all other-types

used items were talLY PiLtht

slice



greater inter t in d1 exercise in teach

Per the moat Obvious geu eraIiaatian

child:mum-ft woe of r a'st variety of

eeveral days of observation. Only one type of e ip ntt

wea not put to We at all by target children during the obsery

26

611X1.14 the

ItgAtE545,12SIALWIE

Much. hes. Inge made by Sign t 910

and enthusiasm displayed by ritiab pupils

school activity. PROB,category set #11 pcovi

tha extent of pealtiv, aed neqativemanifeet affect.

of the specific behaviors contained in cycle categary sel

relevant

Or Irif for examp

Data obtained f

catecategories were goner y support

extensively as ght be supposed. A total of 20 manifestations Of

t

et chi through no to the dada on these

Oilbermanis evaluation but'perbeps

fee/Jogs were asies41. an aetpoory set 411 for target

all Af them positive. This i s t a large number when one considers the

total number of bohav oral

was expxeased was clearly positive.-

In addition Ai 1

cycles.

cover .11=3117 1090 1 but text affect

to.to as otedii8autofthe21.6

a

ptiolog these eV

of a terget chile%

expresaing beatile ear ative



A factor anal ;La vas rfaxme d in aril
petterns. a eubject4y-variabla trig ause ter

verting role played by subjects Labia'. j 24 * 34

on me ri wee goner tad where each correlation coefficient

ity of variabie profiles across pairs of.ehildren.

principal componants.solttionlas obtained using

Orman, 196B). A scree test wai'parforake4

number of factors for a parsimonious,

ttell, 1966). The scree suggested four fyet owlets ec

the ac 47 percent of the variance.

principal factor solution was obtained, asemell*I. f r factors and

mul ple correlation coefficients to provide comesinality

le as

t for the present 'yids factor

*a to which, ea .child.typifiaa the trait

to the factor dimensions. The loading of each child on

our factors is presented in Tebie -XV,

to' interpret the four faCtors* Pearson hienrial

cOrrelation coefficients 'ere computed between (a) the factor loading*

iation 3.t atefolly

a.

C, ateherda Jr. .

interpret-1M the



and. (b) the
s andoafter,

liminating
variablen, each of the 3$ pupil

behavior variables. 8eaul factor loadings for each of the vat_

on each of these four unto factors are presented in Table

The following interpretation can bemsdA by arbitrarily selecti ng

0.40 as.a minimal lemming of significance;

1. rector I adult versus peer contact.

children loading high on this factor t

in contact with adUlts ;tepee ally as part of

children and in a Bate eg tc role; maze coops ative

or attentive in What.they were supposed to, be dangr mare

voles with audiovisual so; t; less in contact with

peers,

28

ither in initiating contact or in coeperative inter-

actions less tea involved.overalls less involved_with divergent

tasks; less involved in number use, with ai with arts

And crafts.

Factor-II = & s a

thus Children load high on tip

in contact with peers mare distracted

ived and leas cooperative or attentive in What -they

were supposed to be doings less involved with either divergent

Or convergent tasks; less active in low level physical activity,

Factor ILI.- i.e. difficult to interpret,

Compered to others, children loading high on this factor

initiate less adult contact; be less-involved.in

ktaaket be More active.in low level physical

ecttvity'but lees .inVelVe4 in

is



V

nvolv

in medium level itiee

involved with

puzzles but less involved in crafts.

Vector ry inigteratve. Co red -0

loading high on this factor tended to be in ass

sedentary (sitting or standing still) ; lase involved in Wm

end exercise; less involved with food and water, less involved

in kinesthetic a vitya less distracted; less responsive to

internal stimuli; more involved with mairm4ota AlltrUMOntp.

29

Sr Lae and

The figure heeler

their loadinge on the' three interpretable fa

were considered high on a particular factor if their 1

or greeter; low* if their 104 wan 00.30 or gre negative

en

direction: and medium, if their ceding was between +0 0 a -0.30.

Loadings for factors I end IX are indicated by the vertical and horizontal

amee'respectivelY. Whereas factor XV is indicated bye sydbol'ORAiLl

tending for high, medium or iow..

'actor 11
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Each syt bol represents one child. Thus, the child in the upper lef

cell was high on factors I and 11 and low on factor IV.

A profile of each child based on these three facto-

presented in' Table.XVII. The sec and class are also included. It

is readily apparent that a considerable diversity of pupil behavior

WAS observed from one child to another,

Sex differences were not significant. Age, however, apparert1

contributed to greater extent to the factor loadings. Older children

in significantly greater contact with adults, rather than peers

,53), and were less distracted and more attentive to what they

supposed to be doing (r., 0.35).

Among tha three act the only signitieent differences between

the two ciao: chi/dre ware found on fautor XV. Children in

teacher B's class were considerably more sedentary (rat 0.47) than those

in teacher Ms room, probably reflecting again differences in what

these teachers expected and condoned.

'hr -eek.

SUMMARY

f data gathering with a variety of observational

procedures provided an extensive empirical description; of many

instructional and learning activities. Both teacher and pupil behavi

were observed in considerable detail. The greatest amount of data

came from two c.lassro and from stratified random Samples of children

in these rooms. Thus, it was possible to compare teacher and pupil

behaviors in these rooms and to a ine similarities and -differences



among children as well as age, sex, and classroom differences.

Several findings seem especially noteworthy. (1) Certain teacher

expectancies were apparent in directions given and behavior nforced.

For example, children were generally expected to have something to do;

to finish one task before t ng another; to have something tangible

for showing or telling about as a e_l re spent; to care for

materials and return them to their proper places after their use; and

to participate in group discussions. (2) For approximately half of each

school day children were involved in projects and activities of their

own choosing, while dear: teachers provided general supervisory

tutorial assestance. Overall, listening to children and raising

questions about their activities and progress on various tasks was the

most dominant type of teacher activity during these periods, although

(4) some teacher differences BloP are in the amount of showing-

telling and controlling behavior they exhibited in mast; to listening

and questioning. The specific style f questioning by teacher A Waa

analyzed in some detail.

Among the several, findings reported about pupil behavior,

perhaps the most important pertains to the distribution of their inter-

actions with adults, peers, and tasks. (5) Over the entire school

day they interacted with an adult 29.3 percent of the time, on the

average; a peer 204 percent; with appropriate tasks, 28.2 percent; and

thAy were distracted, pending to internal stimuli or king on

inappropriate tasks. 22.1 percent of the-time. (6) In each classroOm
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they were involved with tasks which permitted divergent responses to

be made more than any :other type of task. (7) a Q analysis of pupil

behavior identified four factors, three of which were clearly inter-

pretable.

Discuseirn of these nd other findings is presented in the main

body of the paper. peterrnining how typical this particular infant

school is of other British primary schools or 0r how different it is

from other types of early childhood schools remains an important prd

for future research.
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TABLE I

Teacher Role Categorizations In Two ClassrooMs

(based on cycle category set #2 of PROSE with
several categories combined)

T role
categories

Supervisor, manager
act as a resource

Show, tell, lead

Discussion leader

Housekeeping, providing )
individual attention, )

acting as a peer,
listening and matching

Not in contact with

Children'

Not categorized*

Total No. of cycles

Teacher A
f _)

Teacher B
(%)

Totals
f (%)

71 (69.6) 46 (52.9) 117 (62.0)

7 6.9) 22 (25.3) 29 (15.3)

13 (12.8) 5 ( 5.7) 18 ( 9.5)

3 ( 2.9) 1 ( 1.1) 4 ( 2.1)

8 ( 7.8) 13 21 (11.1)

'6 21 27
aTIErm

108 108 216

*.0 'ons,in completing sheet were assumed to be not in accordance with anysystematic bias. Percentages were calculated for teacher comparison purposesfrom all categorized cycles.



TABLE II

Teacher Behavior In Two Classrooms During Moments Of
Target-Child With Teacher Contact

(based on category set no. 3 of PROSE)

T behavior
category

'Teacher A
f

Teachor B Totals

Exhibit pc positive affect 0 ( 0) 0) 0 ( 0)

Grant permission,

encourages child choice
(5.4) 2 (1.6) 7 (3.3)

Show-tell 18 (19.6) 42 (35£0) 60 (28.3)

Listen-question 54 (58.7) 32 (26.8) 86 (40.6)

Do for a child or
children

0 ( 0) 5 (4.2) 5 (2.4)

Control a child
or children

15 (16.3) 37 (30.8) 52 (24.5)

Exhibit negative affect
( 0) 2 2 (0.9)

Total occurrences 92 (100.1)) 120 (100.0) 212 (100.0)



TABLE

Of Questions And Comments- By Teacher A During Two Approximately
10 Minute Intervals Withina "Show And Toll" Discussion

Type of Question or Comment

No Description

1 asks child for n ws

2 repeat C's statement or feeling or
asks child what he said again

3 asks fur specific information about
the event:, chili., ur family

4 asks open enaoCly fur more detail

5 asks for C's reaction ur feeling

6 asks other chilrun whether they've
haul similar experiences

makes evalUatien of events

gives information herself

Speculates en event details

10 Joakes spontaneous reaction

.11 other T comments

Total of audible comments

First Interval

f f

econ interval

4 5 .-4 6

13 15 13 19

33 38 21 30

0 0 0 0

3 3 4

3 3 4

2 6 9

4 11 16

9 0 0

9 10 6 9

8 9 2 3

100 69 100



TABLE IV

The leer Of Cycles Characterized Predominantly By Particular
Content Areas

(bas in cycle category set #1 of PROS

Content a
Teacher.A Teacher B

Arithmetic

Art or craft

Exercise or physical games

Frau play iindependent activity)

Health, hygiFene

Language

Musict.rhythms

ReSt or snack**

Routine, transition

Science

Sensation

Social Skills

Social studies

Assembly*

Not recorded*

* Addcdo egories

dr
switch war,
periods. 2 he tabs
arid recreation per

account for all cycles'

0

1

5

53

1

20

0

0

14

11

0

0

1

1

1

108

V otherwise enecked_Owinewerr
wired to to room &tram Inds A. 4

did not record behavior-dura lunch
because many Children went home -during thiirtime.

2

0

1.

55

0

23

10

0

10

0

0

0

0

3

4

108
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TABLE V

Cla _ Atmosphere In Numbers Of Cyc

_ on eye1, category $5 of PROSE)

Ttacher A Teacher B

Attentive

Attentive tense

Natty exerted

y busy

Quiet busy

stimatcd

15

49

18

4

22

4

2



TABLE VI

The Number And Type Of Approval-Disapproval Teacher Behaviors

During A 20 Minute ObsQrvation

IMEJAIPTEST421

Contact Verbal

11,221!aUtulmarll
Gusturo _Total > _Contact Verbal Gesture.: Tot



The N

Child

TABLE VII

Of Classifications Of Each General Type Of Behavic
For Each Target Child

Adult
COntact

A-81

A-82

A783

A454

A-B5

A-86

A-G 1

A-G2

A-G3

G4

A-G5

-G6

Subto a
Class A

81

D-82

8-133

8-134

8-85

8-86

8-G1

B-G2

B-G3

4

D-G5

D -G6

19

19

8

13

15

9

5

12

8

18

14

19

Peer
Contact

5

0

-15

11

16

13

8

11.

`159. -100

33

4

13

11.

2

21

23

18 7

5 22

Subtotals 158 120
Class B

Task
Involved

11

15

12

14

21

17

16

9

20

4

154

13

11

0

12

23

22

20

18

4

15

11

Distracted

14

18

11

13

7

6

8

10

8

7

19

127

16

17

4

151 111

L'otals both

*The
eacher:1 laser .



TABLE VIII

The Number Of Classific aiAons Eaqh Specific T 0 Adult
_

COntact Poi -&01. Targot Ail1.

(based on PROSE aateg ry #1)

A-Bl
A-B2
A-B3

-B4
A-B5
A-B6
A- G1
A-G2
AG3
A-G4
A-G5
A-G6

Subtotals
Class

B-B1
B-B2
B-B3
B-B4
B-B5
B-B6
B-G1
B-G2
B-G3
B-G4
B-G5
B-G6

Subto
Class

24

0

2
0

1
0

0

is

7
1
6
9
7

5

3
16
4

L3

26
4

0

_19
19
a

13
15
9

7
5

s
18
14
19

159

rt.1.1,MiLaNI

Totals be h
classes



TABLE IX

The flamer Of Classifications Of Each Specific T

Contact For Each Target Child

(based on PROSEcategor pet #0

Peer

Child

Aggre ion Initiat

Behavior Typ.

n Cooperation Withdrawal

A-B1
A-B2

-133.

A-p4

A-BS
11,136

-G1

A-G2

A-05.

A-G6

Subtotals
Class A

B-B1

B-B2

B-B3

11-p4

8-85

B- B6

B -Gl

E1G3;

13-7G4

BisG5

13.-;G6

2

1
0

0
0
1

0

9
0
5

8
8

0

0

0

1

0 1
0

0 0

. 0 .0
.0

4 40 54

0
O 15
O 4

O 11

O 16

O 13

O 8

O 11

O 10

O 4
0 3

100

Subtotals
pIots



Thu Number Of Classifications Of Each Type Of Pupil Attention
With Respect To Ongoing Activities

Chile

Cuupe

A-B1 .25
A-B2 27

A-B3 19
-A-B4 26
it-B5 27,

11
A-GI 25

A-G2 26,

A-G3 21

A G4 25

A-G5 31

A-06 20

Subtotals

Class:A
293

B -B1

B -B2

B -B3

87/34

B-85 19-

B7B6 30
B -G1 25

B -G2- .27

B -G3 35

Bra 27,
D 32

B-G6 16

15

(toscdon PROSE.-category set #8)

Behavior"
,Distracted Rcstponaing . To Working on- Disrupt

Internal stimuli Other Activity

8
7
5

1
2
5
6

4

1

3

7

13:

10

4

8

6

3

1.

2

6

3

4

12

72

Total Cate

gorization

45

30

39

34;
27

31

34

39

1.
23

6

42

28.

39
23
Jo

39

33

39

38

37

21.

Totals

both

* The first r



The N

TABLE XI

Of Classifi'cations Of Each Typo Of Task For
Each Target Child

(based on PROSE category set #10)

Child

A-81
A-B2
A,,B3

A-B4
A-B5
A-B6

A-02
A-G3
A -C4

A-05
1106

subtotals Class

B-B1
13-B2

B-B3
B-B4
B-85
B-B6
Es-01

B-02
B-03
B-04
11G5
a.,G6

0

0
0
0
0

1
0
5

0

8

0

2

1

8

16
8

15

0
6

7

4

13

4

1

2

5.

9
14
16
1
7

1
2

-0

2
10

12
12 2

1 0
3 14
4

2

4

1

10
0
5

13

2

15
1

-s
4

4

3

.o

3

0

6

0
2

0
3

1

1
1

0
4

0

6

5obtOtals Class B 21 73 57 17 21

11
19
25
28
21
17
22
24

161

19
21
11

236

a
17

24
2

14
23
19
22
18
9

.21

12

189

Totals both
viasses

27 t43 163 (!B.4) 121 425 flOcia4



TABLE XII

The Htber Of Categorizations Of Each Level Of Physical
Activity And Presence Or Absence Of Locomotion For

Each Target Pupil

on PROSE category set #9)

Child High with Medium with High, no Medium no
locomotion locomotion locomotion locomotion

A-81
A-82
A -B3

'A-64

A-85
A-B6
A-G1
A-02
A-03
A-G4
.AG5
A-G6

Subtotals
Class A

8-81
16-132

D413
D-84
D-65
D-86
D-Gl
D- G2

D-G3

B-G4
13-GS

D-G6

3

6

7

0
0

-14
4
0
0
4
0
0

0
1

-0

2

5

5

10
6

55

2

13
2

6
4

3

0
3
6

Subtotals 23 49
Class El

Totals both
classes,

23

1

W.,==.

121

32

24
23

24

26
31
16
19
28

20

28
23

294

1 42
10 31
7 17
5

. 31
7 24

15 26
16 18
13 ' 25
10 29
7 38
9' 29
5 33



TABLE XIII

The Frequencies Of Occurrence Of Selected Task Related SpecificBehaviors For Each Target Child. (based on PROSE cycle
category #6)

3
A-B2 0
A-83 4 0A-B4 3 0A-B5

0A -B6 2
0A-G1
1A-G2
0i-G3
0r1-G4 4 0A-05 2
0A-06 3 0

Subtot A 37

B-B1 1 0B-B2 5
0B-B3 2

B-B4 4
B-B5
B-B6
B. G1

B-G2
0B-.G3

BG4 2
0B-GS 2

B-G6 6
1

Subtotals Class B 33-
Ordr.X.g.K.

8 70

*The first row
c er A's classroom.

0=

0
0

, 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
I

0
0
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eaneaT "" Mt Cridt. 

Am31 

80782 

4-84 
&-115 

A,88 

A-G2 
A43 1. 

4-54 
. 

3 

A-G5 
A-46 

Subtotals 3 

Claes A 

4 

.432 

Subtotal. 1 

close 4 
24 

10b414 22 
both clasweif 

Mho firit to* of *atria, totalonotboy 1 La toankkir 



ldr4 Lo -ch of 4ac ors

Ch 11d
17.sctor

A.441

A-412

A.r33

A -B4

A -85

Pe-86

11.01

A -G2

AG3

A..004

A -G

A..46

8-81

8-82

81.83

8-.841

8435

6

qI

8 .43

8.44

8-GS

15.46

.69

-.55

.21

.34_

. 34

-.36

.02

-.19

.15

53

.72

-.;59

. 32

14

.06

-.71

. 58

. 52

.43

.22

1..58

.14

-.op

.20

.16

.25-

-.34

39

.17

.41

.08

.17

.06

.16

.12

.46

.55

,08

.03

.08

*10%

.51

.22

01

27

.58. .37

.35 .31-

-.51--

.39 -.15

.22 -.18

.39

447

-.40

.60

-.17

.08

39

. L9

. 28

'.45

.33

- 03

29

.08

. 05

8-



Corrals

TABLE rvx

0Pactooadings with Each of the Vari
rotated factors)

DeMographic

C
Sets

Adult
Contacts

Pear
Contact

Pupil
Attention

Task

Physical
Activity

-Clas
Sex
Age

1. Adult Contact
2._Teer Contact
3. Task Involved
4. Distracted

5. Initiatmd
6. Star
7. Port of group
8. Listen -watch

9. Aggression
10. Initiation
11. COoperatioa

12. Cooperating
13. Distracted
14. imsponse to internal

stimuli
15 Total attention ongoing

activities

16. Fantasy
17. Divergent
18. Convergent
19. Work
20. Kinesthetic
21. Total task involvement'

22 High, locomotion
23. Medium, locomotion
24. High, no locOmotion
25. Mmdium, no locOMotioo
26. Low
27. No activity

-.04
-.10
*53

.86

-.86
-.42
.39

.00

.29

.69

.59

-.26
-.68
.72

+.47
+.35
.25

.83

.23

-.47
.12

-.00
-.13
-.23

-.04.

-.33
-.18
-.04
-.10
.29

-.01
-.31
-.35

-.01
.40

-.76
.57

-.06
09

-.02
.11

.03

.37

.36

-.75
.48

.33

-.43

-.02
-.45
-.44
.11

-.04
..70

.02

.16
-.22
-.34
-.49
.37.

.31
*03

-413

-.03
41

-.16
.30

.61

.27

.14
-.07

.07
-.33
.12

-.16
-.03
.36

.06

.37

.18
-.14
-.57
-.32
-.25

.06

-.41
.01

-.46
.40.

.01

.20

.30

.26

-.12

.08
-.48

-.17

-.04

426
.21

.14
-.11
.21

+.19
-.14.
-.56

-.15

.12

-.08
-.30
.18

-.50
-.36

,.19

.01
-.26
-.35
-.37
.49



cycle 28. Used fla .36 .04 w.13

Categor $ 29. Usedloards x.10 .30 -.03

46c:
30.-Art materiels .40 -.02

31. Craft .06 .06 -Al .05

32. Music Instrumen .05 -.23 .54

Cycl 33. Books, writing .14 -.15. 06,

Categories 34. Puzzles -.49 -.33 .49 .10

88- 35, Blocks -.11 .16 -.28 -.02

36. Gym 7.17 -.55

37. rood, water .32 .31 .p6 -.48

38. AV eTtipment .70 .09 ,it



TAME

Pup

Chnd Claes,

A-5I

A-

A-B3 A

A-55-

A-GI

AGI"

A-GV,

A-G6-

5-51:

B-52.

113

54.

B-55_

9,56,

3-01

-02

3

Factor
Adult Oriented

high

high

low

medium

medium

ow

low. medium

Medium medium,

medium, wadium

medium divae

high

medium.

medium

A -- medium

F medium

F medium.

high

N high

low

high

ium

medium a

high

medium high high

medium low di
low low

low low

high lowut
high medium high
dium low. high

high medium

0.30; medium is +0.30


